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THANKS FOR DOWNLOADING THIS GUIDE
Thanks for downloading this reference guide to help you start and grow a
thriving online business.
For more details about entrepreneurship, the freedom lifestyle or how to
build an ethical, passive income online business please visit our website
www.NetSavvyMama.com.

COPYRIGHT | PERMISSIONS | DISCLAIMER
While you are welcome to print a copy of this document for your personal
use, please note that no part of this publication may be reproduced,
stored, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise, except as
permitted under Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright
Act, without the prior written permission of the author.
Limitation of liability/disclaimer of warranty: While the publisher and
author have used their best efforts in preparing this guide and workbook,
they make no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy
or completeness of the contents of this document and specifically disclaim
any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for particular
purpose. No warranty may be created or extended by sales
representatives, promoters, or written sales materials. The advice and
strategies contained herein may not be suitable for your situation. You
should consult with a professional where appropriate. Neither the
publisher nor author shall be liable for any loss of profit or any other
commercial damages, including but not limited to special, incidental,
consequential, or other damages.
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WHAT IF..
The steps for starting and scaling a thriving, passive income
online business were written down..
WITH WHAT TO DO AND IN WHAT ORDER?
That’s exactly what this roadmap is.
This quick reference guide is full of tips and actionable steps to
help you navigate your way towards becoming a successful
online entrepreneur.
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YOUR 5 POINT ROADMAP
To starting and growning a thriving online business
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GETTING CLEAR is a critical first step to
building solid business foundations.

GET CLEAR ABOUT: What outcomes you want for your business.
"If you don't know where you're going, you'll wind up someplace else" - Yogi Berra
Throughout your business journey, you’re going to come across a heap of noise about what
you should and shouldn’t do to build your business. If you're not clear about what outcomes
you really want, you’ll likely do things that will take your business in a different direction and
waste your time, energy and resources.
For example: Are you starting this business, because you want 'hands off' passive income? If
so, selling digital information products might be a more suitable option compared to a time
focussed one-on-one consulting service. Do you want location freedom so you can travel and
work from anywhere? Then you know not to say yes to long term face to face commitments,
such as paid speaking.
At any time you feel lost or left wondering if you should do something, all you need to do is
ask yourself if doing it will move you in the direction of the outcomes you want. If so, go for
it! If not, save yourself the analysis paralysis, ditch the idea and move on.
Write down the outcomes you want here:
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

GET CLEAR ABOUT: Why you're starting your business.
Without a solid “WHY”, you’ll have no emotional connection to your business.
This is the biggest reason why so many people start businesses but fail to do what they need
to do to make it truly successful. Knowing your “Why” gives your business purpose and
meaning, which will give you fulfilment. Purpose and meaning are also strongest driving
forces when it comes to pushing through when you get frustrated, bored, overwhelmed or
distracted.
Write down your "WHY" here:
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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GETTING CLEAR is a critical first step to
building solid business foundations.

Get clear about your income goals & how your business will
make money.
"If your business doesn't have a way to make money, it's not a business; it's a hobby."
Understanding which business and revenue model is best for you will help you decide what
products, services or partnerships will lead to fulfilment, alignment with your desired
outcomes, and result in sustainable profit.
Here are some options to consider:
- Personal services (for example, one-one-coaching or group coaching)
- Software services
- Physical or digital products
- Your Talents (for example, being a paid speaker)
- Commissions from promoting other people's products (Affiliate Marketing)
Where is the money going to come from in your business and how much do you want to
earn?
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Get clear about who your ideal customers are.
What are their beliefs, habits, values, needs, emotions and desires? The deeper you
understand and emotionally connect with your target customers, the more powerful and
profitable your business will become. Why? Because knowing, understanding and emotionally
connecting with them will help you determine what solutions they want, need, and would
actually buy. When it comes to marketing, you'll get to know how to get their attention and
determine the best marketing platforms to get in front of them.
Who is your ideal customer? What do they believe? What do they need? Where are they "hanging
out" online?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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BUILD A WEBSITE that makes sales.

Your website and web pages should exist to help achieve your business' primary goal:
TO MAKE SALES.
To do that, it needs to accomplish three target objectives.
1. CONNECT with your audience;
2. BUILD TRUST and credibility; and
3. CAPTURE the names and email addresses of prospective buyers.
Deciding on a website platform
The best website platform for you depends on your goals, your budget, skill level and type of
business.
Here are some options we love:
- Wordpress.org (Great for bloggers and information product based business);
- Leadpages (Great for web pages specifically for lead generation, known as squeeze pages);
- Shopify (Great for e-commerce);

CONNECT with effective copy and functional design.
For a website to connect with an audience, it must be and do three things.
1. Easy to use. If your visitor has to spend precious seconds trying to figure out what to click
or what they should be looking at, you'll very likely lose them.
2. Quickly and clearly declare what you do. If a user can’t figure it out how you can help them
within 3 seconds of landing on your site, you'll lose them.
3. Guide people to the action you want them to take. You must make it so easy to take the next
step, that it seems as natural as breathing. If you want them to take a particular course of
action, such as click on a link, place directions and a clear call to action to do so.
When designing your website be as thoughtful and considerate as possible. It's the only way to
prevent a busy person, with a lot to do and a million distractions, from wandering away.
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BUILD A WEBSITE that makes sales.

BUILD TRUST by posting free helpful content on your site.
Content refers to any kind of textual, graphic, video, or interactive element on a website.
When your site has good free content, people have reasons to visit it, learn from it and
become new customers.
Here's how free content can help your business:
1. Well written content ranks in search engines and gets shared on social media. This can
mean loads of free website traffic.
2. Content allows you to be of service to your audience which in turn will help build up your
credibility.
Tip: To create quality content, think inside the minds of your ideal customers. What do they want
to achieve? What do they need to get there? What roadblocks are they facing? What problems can
you help them solve through the content you create?

CAPTURE new subscribers by creating a highly valuable "Opt-in offer".
You need to be able to compel visitors to become warm prospects (i.e. subscribers). To do
that, your website needs to offer something valuable in exchange for their name, email
address and permission to keep in touch. This is referred to as an "Opt-in Offer" or a "Lead
Magnet".
Your Lead Magnet is an integral part of your overall online business strategy, and will be
discussed in further detail throughout the next sections.
In deciding on the perfect Lead Magnet to create it's important to ask yourself two questions:
1. Is this something my ideal customer would LOVE?
2. Is this something that can be automatically provided upon signup and doesn’t incur a
significant cost at my expense?
Here are some ideas: Ebooks, checklists, resource lists, videos, special offers, flash sales, free
shipping, swipe files, quizzes, worksheets, mind maps, free trials and how to guides.
Your options are endless here - just think about what your ideal customer would really
appreciate and be happy to exchange for their email details.
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BUILD A LIST of quality prospects.

"Fortune is in the follow-up." - Jim Rohn
List building is the process of collecting and building a database of warm leads. In the case of
your online business, it's converting website traffic into interested subscribers by offering
your free, highly valuable Lead Magnet in exchange for their name, email and permission to
stay in touch.
List building is an integral part of your online business strategy. Why? Because it allows you
to build trust-based relationships through Email Marketing. Sales are built on trust, and trust
takes time to build. That's why List Building and Email Marketing are absolute musts.
We will discuss Email Marketing in further detail within the next sections but for now here are
the things you need to start building your list:

Set up an account with an Email Service Provider (ESP).
An Email Service Provider refers to the delivery engine behind List Building and Email
Marketing. It's the software that houses your subscribers' contact information and the portal
you'll use to send emails to your "list".
If you're just getting started, we recommend signing up with Aweber. It does a fantastic job at
deploying Email Marketing and has a free trial period.

Place an Opt-in Form on your website.
An Opt-in Form allows you to collect a prospective subscriber's details.
Get an Opt-in Form code from your chosen Email Service Provider and work with your
website, squeeze page and/or blog theme to embed/place it within your content and web
pages.

Set up a welcome email autoresponder sequence
When someone signs up for your email list, it's important to give them a positive experience.
So roll out the email red carpet and make sure you welcome them well. Research indicates
that the experience you give your new subscribers in the first 72 hours, can make or break
your chances of building any kind of relationship. A well crafted welcome email sequence (set
up through your Email Service Provider Autoresponder) can help you make a great first
impression within that crucial window of time, on complete autopilot.
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BUILD A LIST of quality prospects.

Grow your list.
Now that you've got your website, content, lead magnet and Opt-in Forms in place, it's time
to start getting traffic to your content, website and opt-in offer to create awareness about
your business.
Website Traffic is the lifeblood of any online business because without traffic, nobody will
see, or know and consequently, buy from your business.
Paid Traffic Methods
The advantage of paid traffic is that it's immediate and on demand. You can switch it on or off
as you please, and once you find a good source of paid traffic, you can usually scale it to get as
much traffic as you want. The disadvantage is that it costs money, and you’ll probably
experience some losses in the interim, during the testing and optimization phase.
Here are some of the most popular paid traffic methods:
- Pay per click advertising
- Sponsored or Native Posts
- Ezine Advertising or Solo Ads
- Media Buys
- Website Banners
- Video Ads
Free and Leveraged Traffic Methods
The main benefit of this type of traffic is pretty obvious: It’s free, so you don't have to pay for
it. Because of that, the sky is the limit with your potential return on investment (ROI). The
downside is that it isn't under your control. Also, it takes more work and a much longer time
frame to get a consistent, steady flow of visitors to your website. The good news is that once
you get it going, it can tend to snowball and the effect is usually long term.
Here are some popular Free Traffic Methods:
- Search Engine Optimization
- Guest Blogging or Guest Posting
- Article Distribution
- Video Distribution
- JV Partners (e.g. Get interviewed or be a guest on their podcast etc.)
- Free Business Directories
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PROVIDE VALUE through email marketing to
build a strong relationship with your list of
subscribers.

"In marketing, it is said that a prospect must see and experience a brand seven times to remember
it. This is referred to as “The Rule of Seven” which describes the idea that people need to see your
message seven times before they take action."
Email marketing opens a direct line of communication with your subscribers. It allows you to
keep in contact to build strong, trust-based relationships from the onset. By deploying Email
Marketing the right way, you can serve your prospects, and expose them to your products,
services and message multiple times.
Here are some proven strategies to ensure your Email Marketing efforts are successful:

Tell your subscribers what to expect from the onset and keep your word.
From the start, you should be clear about what your subscribers are going to get, and how
often they're going to hear from you. There's no specific rule about the best frequency to send
emails, so when a person signs up to become a subscriber, it is completely up to you to set
their expectations. The more important thing to consider when deciding how to communicate
with your subscribers is remaining consistent and keeping your word.
Don't promise to send a daily email if you know you can't deliver on it. On the contrary, if you
promise to send weekly and you bombard them with daily emails, you're likely to annoy them,
make a bad impression and lose your subscriber.
Pro tip: Quality trumps quantity any day of the week. It is best to email less frequently if it means
you'll remain consistent and produce truly valuable emails. Think carefully about what frequency
you can really commit to, and stick to it. Never get to a point where you're so over committed that
you're creating low-quality emails that dilute your message and make you look unprofessional.

Give REAL value.
Your subscribers are busy individuals, and won’t always consider your emails a top priority –
especially if they’re subscribed to dozens of other email lists.
To ensure your emails get opened and read, make sure your emails are always worth their
time. With every email you send, you should always aim to make sure it is engaging and truly
helpful in helping them achieve a need or desire.
Whether you're sharing your latest blog post or a new ebook that addresses a common
challenge they face, always ensure there is a clear benefit for your subscriber.
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PROVIDE VALUE to cultivate a strong
relationship with your list of subscribers.

Don't forget to send promotional emails too.
When your goal is to nurture a valuable relationship, it's important to keep your subscribers'
best interests in mind. In the case of Email Marketing, it's being generous with giving as much
value as you can. Keep in mind however that if you don't make any sales, you can't reasonably
expect to build a sustainable, profitable business. So make sure you remember to include a
healthy dose of promotional emails in your Email Marketing efforts as well. Statistics show
that if you are generous with providing truly valuable information to your subscribers, your
promotional emails will be welcome! Assuming your products and services provide real
solutions to your subscribers' needs and desires, sending promotional emails are not only
appropriate but in their best interests.

Use attention grabbing headlines.
The first thing that your subscriber is going to notice is the subject line. Make sure that it is
relevant, concise, and above all, attention-getting. If you fail to achieve this target nobody is
going to read your message, no matter how valuable it is. Your subject line should pique
everyone’s interest and ultimately achieve the objective of increasing open rates.

Write to one person.
Whether you have ten, twenty, a hundred subscribers or a few thousand, the key to writing
great emails is to imagine you’re only writing to one person. This will ensure your emails
connect with your subscriber and feel more like a personal message from a helpful friend
(rather than a mass, meaningless email sent from a distant business).

Remember, your subscribers are REAL people.
As obvious as it sounds, it’s very important to remember that your subscribers are real people.
And if you want to earn their trust, it's important that they feel you have their best interest at
heart. If you view your subscriber list as a faceless list of email addresses, just waiting to be
turned into dollar signs – your subscribers will see right through that, and unsubscribe.
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MAKE SALES on autopilot with
an online sales funnel that converts.

A sales funnel is a series of steps where a business will lead prospects to ultimately become
paying customers. A highly converting sales funnel typically includes 4 stages.

Awareness
Interest
Consideration

Stage 1: Brand Awareness.
The Brand Awareness stage sits at the top of your funnel and is where prospects first
encounter your business. This is the most generous part of the funnel because this is where
you give them something without asking for anything in return...yet.
The goal of this stage is self-defining: to make them aware that your business exists and
importantly, provide a positive experience by giving value from the very beginning. At this
stage you don't aim to make a sale, but rather to make a good impression.
An example scenario may include driving cold, targetted traffic (via paid or free traffic
methods) to a helpful, free article or blog post on your website.
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MAKE SALES on autopilot with
an online sales funnel that converts.

Stage 2: Creating Interest
In stage two, your mission is to transform your target customers, who have now had exposure
to your business, into warmer, more interested prospects. This is the List Building stage of the
funnel where you give your target customers the opportunity to take up your Lead Magnet.
The goal of this stage is to convert traffic, into subscribers who are interested to learn more
about how you can help them.

Stage 3: Consideration
The Consideration stage is where email marketing goes to work in continuing to nurture a
trust-driven relationship with your subscribers.
In the Consideration stage, your goal is to turn your leads into qualified sales. You do this by
achieving three main objectives: sending regular value packed emails that answer their
questions, communicate benefits, remove buyer objections and strategically offer your paid
products or services.

Stage 4: Conversion
The transition from Consideration to Conversion is the most organic between any of the four
stages. Some buying prospects may be convinced of your business value proposition after only
one or two marketing emails. Others may take much longer to make a decision.
An effective online sales funnel produces qualified sales leads, meaning buying prospects are
well-informed of the value, deliverables, and service they can expect from your company. The
key is providing low-pressure buying opportunities through CTA (Call-to-Action) buttons,
purchase forms, and pricing information through premium content and other marketing
touch points.

DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN START A PROFITABLE
ONLINE BUSINESS FROM SCRATCH WITHOUT EXPERIENCE,
TECH SKILLS OR A BUSINESS IDEA?

CLICK HERE TO LEARN HOW
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